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The Merry Month of May 
Flavors & More Magazine celebrates a beautiful time of year 

 
May really is merry! The climate is ideal with flowers, fruits and local vegetables showing up at 
farm stands and garden centers making your table look beautiful and all the things you cook taste 
divine. May is an invigorating month full of travel possibilities as we chart summer vacations, 
test out summer fashions and try on the latest in sandals. At Flavors & More we love the month 
of May too and in our May online issue you’ll find articles and recipes to help you get the very 
most out of this exuberant time of year.  
 
Looking for a vacation destination and plan to see the new film version of The Great Gatsby? 
Then you need to travel along the Gourmet Highway with award-winning journalist Doc 
Lawrence as he explores the byways of Alabama in his story, Dining with Zelda. It was Zelda 
Sayre Fitzgerald (1900-1948) who inspired Doc's fascinating trip to Montgomery and environs 
just in time for the world debut of Baz Luhrmann's 3D adaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald's classic 
novel, The Great Gatsby. Everything begins at the home where Zelda Fitzgerald grew up as a 
local southern belle and once lived with husband Scott, who called her "a true American 
Flapper." Doc transports you there like nobody else can. 
 
Veteran food writer Jeanette Carlson has been digging out her favorite recipes for chilled soups 
(an underrated starter course) and is sharing some with you along with her tips about which 
wines to serve with your cold soup. Chef Judi Gallagher is celebrating the renaissance of eggs as 
a featured ingredient or star of the menu in restaurants all over America. And not just chicken 
eggs, but quail and duck eggs too have recently be come superstars. Of course, she has recipes.  
 
Anna Dantoni has a new food-related book that you need to pack in your carry-on luggage this 
summer and Editor Marsha Fottler has restaurant news that you can use the very next time you 
dine out. Did you know that “fast food” no longer exists, in terminology that is. Restaurants are 
classifying themselves in many different ways and this affects price and product. Our design 
expert, Steven V. Phillips, thinks you ought to know a lot more about soapstone before you 
commit to new counter tops or a kitchen sink. Today’s design professionals are in love with 
soapstone, a very old and practical material that is suddenly new and chic again. Learn why. 
 
Flavors And More is a monthly online cooking magazine dedicated to the  
pleasures of the table realized through recipes, libations, travel, books, gardens, entertaining and 
insightful features that celebrate food and all those who gather together to share meals and 
memories. When you have an appetite for a bountiful buffet of useful stories by an award-
winning staff, we have what it takes to satisfy that hunger. We are Flavors And More and you 
can find us at  mycookingmagazine.com Read, enjoy, subscribe and post a comment. And be 
sure to check out our videos and our Facebook page. 
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